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Write First, Spell Later:
Why Allow nvntd splg?
Karen Bell is a middle school special education
teacher of reading in Pontiac, MI. She is also a
doctoral student in the reading and language arts
department at Oakland University

A

s a language arts instructor, I see my
students struggle whenever they are
required to write. My students are
learning disabled, and they have a difficult
time putting their thoughts on paper. Not
only do they struggle with composing,
they are hesitant to write because they are
poor spellers. They spend a lot of their
time asking me how to spell.
In order for them to produce more
writing, I encourage them to do the best
they can, to spell the word like it sounds
and not concern themselves with
correct spelling until later. My goal
is to alleviate pressure so they will
feel free to write. Therefore, I
encourage my kids to use invented
spelling and disregard traditional
spelling rules.
As a result, my students write
more and write longer. One
example is Malcolm, a seventhgrader who has limited reading and
spelling ability. When he first
entered my class as a sixth-grader,
his journal writing was brief and
difficult to decipher. After
experimenting with invented
spelling, he was able to produce
lengthier entries, as well as more
accurate spelling guesses (see
figure 1).
18

In this article I explore what invented
spelling is, its purpose, and its effects on
students' ability to write, read, and spell. I
will also explore the stages students go
through while inventing spellings as they
develop into skilled and conventional
spellers. My intent is to alleviate the
concerns that some educators and parents
have about the controversial subject of
invented spelling.
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Background
In 1971, Carol Chomsky and Charles
Read described how spelling connects with
reading and writing. Prior to that,
Cramer( 1968, 1970) showed how invented
spelling works in classrooms. At that time,
invented spelling was called spelling as
best as you can. Chomsky and Read's
work on spelling and early writing,
introduced the term invented spelling,
which gradually replaced the more
cumbersome term, spelling as best as you
can.
Read ( 1971) provided the early, if not
the first, linguistic rationale for invented
spelling. His research (1971, 197 5)
revealed the mechanisms by which
children invent spellings. He found that
preschool children have an unconscious
awareness of how the sound system works.
He also found that children organized
phonemic segments into categories defined
by speech sounds. This knowledge of
English phonology, along with letter name
knowledge, is what helps the students
invent their own spelling.
Chomsky ( 1971) suggested that children
ought to learn to read by creating their
own spellings for familiar words. Once
they know the letters and sounds of the
alphabet, they should spend time putting
letters together to make words of their
own. She suggested that children's minds
are far from being linguistic empty space.
Rather, children have enormous phonetic
awareness and ability to analyze words
into their component sounds. By listening
to the sounds and making judgments
through analysis, children can begin to
learn to spell.
Clarke ( 1988) compared traditional
spelling versus invented spelling of firstgraders. Her findings suggested that
invented spelling might assist children in
shifting from visual to phonetic processing
of words. She said that invented spelling
is a valuable technique that creates an
atmosphere in which children are willing
VOLUME

to take risks that encourage writing. The
students who used invented spelling
showed an increase in their ability to
produce more writing.
Garcia ( 1997) studied the effects of
invented spelling and a high wordfrequency spelling program on
first-graders reading, writing, and spelling
growth. Results showed that invented
spelling had a significant beneficial
influence on writing. Children in the
invented spelling group wrote longer
compositions and wrote more words
classified as above first-grade level.
Garcia's findings tend to confirm most of
Clarke's (1988) findings regarding the
influence of invented spelling on reading,
writing, and spelling.
These studies, among others,
demonstrate that invented spelling has
positive implications for teaching children
to spell. Later in this paper, I will cite
studies that have shown how invented
spelling helps improve the quality and
quantity of writing children produce.

Defining Invented Spelling
Clarke (1988) says that invented
spelling refers to children's spelling of
words using symbols they associate with
the sounds they hear. Children invent
spelling using the phonemic principle of
alphabetic writing combined with a partial
knowledge of letter names and the sound
spelling correspondences of language
(Read, 1975).
Cramer (1998) describes invented
spelling as linguistically sophisticated
guesses about letter-sound relationships.
He says that invented spelling represents
children's first attempts to spell words
they have not yet mastered. When children
are at the beginning stages of reading,
they have a huge oral vocabulary ranging
from 5,000-20,000 words, which is
considerably large when compared to their
spelling vocabulary. When they are
beginning readers, their spelling
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vocabularies are not large enough to
support writing. (Cramer, 1998).
Therefore, invented spelling can make
writing possible prior to the establishment
of a conventional, or accurate, spelling
vocabulary.
Each definition expresses the idea that
invented spelling is a temporal solution to
a bigger problem: getting children to
write. Invented spelling is a valuable tool
and technique for teaching that assists in
creating an atmosphere in which children
are willing to take risks that encourage
writing (Clarke, 1988).

The Purpose of Invented Spelling
The purpose of invented spelling is to
encourage students to write their own
spellings for familiar words. This is not
as difficult as it sounds. Once children
know the alphabet (letters and sounds),
they should be allowed to put letters
together to make words of their own
choosing (Chomsky, 1971). If children
write before producing conventional
spelling, the written word grows out of
their own awareness, and it is theirs.
Why not let them? This will enable them
to trust their linguistic judgments and
allow them to express their own
perceptions, using the means available
to them (Chomsky, 1971). Chomsky goes
on to say that children should be active
participants in teaching themselves how
to spell. They have phonetic ability to
analyze words into their component
sounds. Their analyses reflect their own
linguistic organization of the phonetic
material.
Children compose words sound by
sound and letter by letter. What is
important in this early stage is that
children get practice in representing
these sounds according to their
knowledge of letter names they are
familiar with. The purpose of invented
spelling is to enable children to write
early and often.

20

How Invented Spelling Works
Read ( 1971) found that invented
spellings are usually printed in upper case.
Children invent spelling by using the
phonemic principle of alphabetic writing
along with partial knowledge of letter
names and the sound-spelling
correspondences of their language. Beyond
its early stages, invented spelling
represents most phonemes in each word
but with nonstandard sound-spelling
correspondences.
Among the correspondences in invented
spelling, standard ones, such as D for d
and T fort in DOT (for don't), may be
based on letter names, reading, or adult
dictation (Read, 1971 ). Others appear to
be based on letter names such as B for
"Be". Read found that the most interesting
spellings are frequent non-standard
patterns that appear to have a phonetic or
phonological base. The omission of n in
DOT for "don't" is an example.
Omitting a nasal before another
consonant at the end of a syllable is one of
the most frequent features of invented
spelling. Phonetically, nasals are brief and
integrated with the preceding vowel and
with the following consonant (Read,
1971).
Children create invented spelling while
playing at home or in school, particularly
in preschools such as Montessori, which
encourage children to write independently.
My son went to Montessori more than 20
years ago, and my granddaughter attended
for two years prior to attending
kindergarten this year. Her invented
spellings are indicative of a first-grader's
attempts at standard spelling (see figure
2). This is because she has been writing
since she was 3 years old. She was able to
spell some words conventionally, while
others were spelled by writing only the
letters of the sounds that she could hear.
Cramer ( 1998) says that as children
move through the stages of spelling
growth, they become less dependent on
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Figure 2

reasonable linguistic guesses that
are developmentally appropriate
(Cramer, 1998). The following
descriptions of each spelling stage
were developed by Henderson and
his students.
l. Preliterate: This stage consists of
random orderings of letters the child
can produce from recall. There is no
knowledge of letter-sound
correspondence. This lack of sound
correspondence knowledge explains
why it is called the preliterate stage,
though prephonetic may be a better
term to describe this stage. Children
may scribble or write in letter-like
form that looks much like drawings
(see figure 3).
2. Phonetic: This stage can be
divided into two parts: Early letter
name and Middle-Late letter name
(Bear, Templeton, Ivernizzi &
Johnston, 1995). During the early
letter name stage, the child produces
one-, two-, or three-letter spellings. They

sounds and more dependent on broader
spelling concepts. These concepts will
be explained in detail when the
spelling stages are described later in
this paper. Children in the earliest
stages of spelling growth are closer to
the actual sounds of language than
adults. These sound clues are used as
their fundamental spelling strategy.

Figure 3

I

·'

Stages of Spelling
Learning to spell is a developmental
process (Cramer, 1998). As children
learn to spell, they pass through
distinct stages of word knowledge
(Henderson, 1990). Henderson
conducted much of the early research
pertaining to the developmental
aspects of spelling. He and his
colleagues found that children's
spelling errors were not random. What
occurs at each stage helps to explain
why children spell in ways that may
seem unorthodox but are actually
VoLUME
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patterns, "ed," and other common
have discovered the alphabetic principle.
They apply the alphabetic principle
inflections. This is also where students
negotiate affixation ( adding prefixes and
primarily to consonants. Generally, they
suffixes) and the conventions of preserving
spell the first and last sound of single
pattern-to-sound relationships at the place
syllable words such as BD for bed or NT
where syllables meet (Bear, Templeton,
for nut. The middle elements of syllables
Ivernizzi & Johnston, 1995). Other skills
(vowels) are often omitted.
during this stage include consonant
During the middle and late letter name
stage, children show a more complete
doubling, dropping, or changing. Example:
comeing for coming, hoped for hopped and
understanding of letter-sound
relationships. They begin to see
trys for tries.
differences between consonants and vowels
5. Derivational constancy: Students in
and that each syllable must have a vowel.
this stage begin to examine how the
Over the course of this stage, students
derivations and spellings of parts of words
make the match between short vowel
remain constant across different words
sounds and the standard or correct vowel
(Bear et al, 1995). This is when they began
spelling for words. For example, BD may
to recognize the interaction between
now be spelled bed and NT may now be
pattern and meaning. They now understand
spelled nut. Of course, an incorrect vowel
that words have an important spellingin these words may be present. For
meaning relationship (Cramer, 1998).
example, bed might first be spelled bat
Cramer says that words related in meaning
then later bed.
are often related in spelling. For example,
3. Within word pattern: During the third
compose and composition are very closely
stage of spelling, students move away from
related in spelling and meaning.
the literal application of letter names to
The meaning level during this stage
include patterns, letter sequences that
focuses on word roots. Children begin to
relate to sound and meaning (Bear,
apply the principles of roots and
Templeton, Ivernizzi &
affixations. They are now
Johnston, 1995).
prepared to examine
They
now
know
that
spelling
Knowledge of withinpolysyllabic words. Many
is more than a one-to-one
word pattern provides
of the words learned are
greater efficiency and
match of letter to sound.
derived from Greek and
speed in reading,
Latin roots. From this
writing, and spelling.
knowledge, students see
Students spell consonant blends and
the family of words based
digraphs correctly. They show accuracy in
on the same root, for example: confide and
r-controlled single syllable short vowel
confident.
words (fur, bird) and they know single
Summary of Stages
syllable long vowel words (hike, nail).
Students show that they now understand
The idea of stages is used to describe
that spelling is a complex process (Cramer,
particular scenarios of students'
1998). They now know that spelling is
orthographic development. Children must
more than a one-to-one match of letter to
go through these stages in order to learn to
sound.
spell conventionally. Gentry (1982) notes
4. Syllable juncture: Stu den ts be gin to
that the change from one spelling stage to
demonstrate the correct use of initial and
the next is a gradual one, and examples
final consonants, consonant blends,
from more than one stage may coexist in a
digraphs, short vowel patterns, long vowel
particular sample of writing. However,

22
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children do not fluctuate from phonetic
be poor spellers. But as children continue
back into prephonetic spelling.
to experiment with words and writing,
Instruction in standard spelling shapes
their spelling tends to become more
the developmental process in important
traditional. Until that time, we must value
ways. Read's (1975) research shows that
their "temporary spellings" as clues to
the characteristics of invented spelling
their thinking.
changes after exposure to standard spelling
When spelling becomes more traditional,
instruction . However, some children's
children note the closeness of their writing
spelling shows aspects of invented spelling
to correct spelling in reading, in
for several years. But, even these children
publishing their own texts, and in the work
do not have difficulty in
of their classmates.
adapting to standard
Proficiency in reading, as
Proficiency in reading,
spelling.
well as continued practice in
as well as continued
What is important is
writing, will aid children in
practice in writing, will
not that students
moving toward traditional
aid children in moving
progress through stages
spelling .
in a predictable way;
Clarke's (1988) study
toward traditional
rather, that they not be
compared progress of
spelling.
pressured, but be given
children using invented
many opportunities to
spelling with children using
practice their spelling by writing daily.
traditional spelling in their writing.
Findings indicated that using invented
Traditional vs. Invented Spelling
spelling, more children were able to write
Traditional spelling refers to children's
on their own in early months. Their
use of the standard spelling of words.
productions were significantly longer
When writing, children copy teacher
overall, but contained significantly more
supplied printed words and words from
spelling errors than those using traditional
primary dictionaries and texts. Although
spelling. In post-tests of word analysis and
some invented spellings may occur, the
word recognition, children using invented
expectation is that words will be spelled
spelling did better than children using
correctly. Spelling words according to
traditional spelling.
their correct letters in their correct
The use of invented spelling helped the
sequence is what is expected of traditional
students produce lengthier writing samples
spelling. Traditional spelling is the
when compared to students using
standard writing system of a language.
traditional spelling. Children using
Traditional spelling is affected by
invented spelling wrote more words, were
invented spelling. Children who use
more relaxed, and their ideas seemed to
invented spelling as a beginning have been
flow more fluently than those using
shown to gradually adopt appropriate
traditional spelling.
symbols for sounds while progressing
Clarke's study showed that children
toward traditional spelling as they are
using invented spelling scored
exposed to conventional written language
significantly higher in two of three
spelling tasks than children using
(Read, 1971, Clarke, 1988). With this
traditional spelling. Children using
background and familiarity, conventional
spelling poses no problem when the
invented spelling scored higher on the
spelling subtest of the Wide Range
student comes to it later on.
Achievement Test, Level 1, and on the
The movement 'to allow invented spelling
low-frequency regularly spelled words. In
carries a concern that children will always
VoLUME
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addition, children using invented spelling
attempted to spell significantly more of the
words on the selected word list that
children using traditional spelling.
Results from Clarke's study that
measured word recognition, word analysis,
and passage comprehension indicated that
children in the invented spelling group
developed an area of strength. These
children had significantly greater skills in
tasks requiring word analysis than those
children using traditional spelling.

this, which adds to their word knowledge
and leads to increased reading fluency
(Cramer, 1998).
Invented spelling supports writing
because it gives the children the idea that
writing is connected to thought. Writing
makes thought visible and permanent
(Cramer, 1998). Frequent practice in
writing makes children better writers . If
they write as soon as they enter school,
they have more practice and time on task.
This gives them a head start to becoming
fluent in writing.
Effects of Invented Spelling
Writing and reading are closely related.
Backed by research and successful
When children write, they are reading.
experiences in classrooms, Cramer's
They reread what
research suggested
they have written,
how invented spelling
as well as reading
Through continued practice in
supports reading,
the writing of their
spelling, children will come to
writing, and spelling
peers. This close
appreciate the relationship between a
(Cramer, 1968,
connection affords
symbol
in
the
written
word
and
its
1970). The
children practice in
corresponding sound of the spoken
following section
each instructional
highlights how
area. This practice
word
invented spelling
leads to proficiency as
supports literacy
they are engaged in
development.
writing activities.
In reading, invented spelling allows
Children who use invented spelling are
practice in phonetics, word analysis, and
able to write stories that match their ideas.
letter-sound correspondences. Letter-sound
This ability enables them to bypass a
knowledge is important because children
spelling barrier: the fear of being
must be able to make connections between
penalized for misspellings. The inventive
letters and sounds. In vented spelling
speller moves through stages of awareness
promotes the opportunity for children to
of choices that are reasonable according to
practice and improve their understanding
the spelling system.
of how the letter-sound relationship works.
Through continued practice in spelling,
This practice assists children well when it
children will come to appreciate the
comes time to read (Chomsky, 1971). In
relationship between a symbol in the
phonetics, children who use invented
written word and its corresponding sound
spelling learn to put their speech into
of the spoken word (Ellis, 1994). Children
print. This gives them an advantage in
gain knowledge about spelling tasks that
making the transition from writer to reader
can also be applied to reading.
(Cramer, 1998). In word analysis, students
In spelling as well as reading, the
must be able to analyze words into their
knowledge of segmentation is essential. We
constituent parts when encountering
divide an unfamiliar word into segments in
unknown words. They must blend the
order to spell it. We do the same thing
elements to pronounce the words. Children
when trying to read an unfamiliar word.
who write at an early age have practice at
Segmentation continues to develop during

24
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invented spelling. Bradley and Bryant
(1983) conducted a study testing the value
of segmentation training on reading
acquisition. Students trained in segmenting
performed significantly better than those
who received no training.
The influence that invented spelling has
on reading, writing, and spelling is
evident. Children become proficient in
these areas as connections are made during
these activities. Invented spelling is an
asset to children as they continue
practicing while becoming fluent in
reading, writing, and spelling.

Defending Invented Spelling to
Parents
Many parents think that invented
spelling leads to children becoming poor
spellers. Parents feel as though allowing
invented spelling is an example of
lowering standards and expectations. It is
the job of teachers to explain that this is
not so. We must show them that this
invented spelling is only temporary; that it
will be replaced with correct spelling in an
orderly and timely fashion.
Writing and spelling is a developmental
process, and denying a child the chance to
write is like forbidding a young child from
talking until he or she is able to pronounce
every word perfectly. No parent would ever
consider doing that. In fact, just the
opposite occurs. Parents take pleasure in
hearing children's effort to approximate
standard speech. So why not encourage
them to write and approximate their
spellings as well?
Since writing and spelling is a
developmental process, it is essential that
we encourage writing behavior as early as
possible. Writing is too important to waste
time waiting for children to become perfect
spellers. Since formal spelling lessons do
not begin until second or third grade, we
must accept approximations of standard
spelling until the 'standard is learned.
According to Cramer, there has been no
VOLUME

reliable research or evidence that shows
invented spelling causes poor spellers. It
usually does the opposite. Invented
spelling enables children to acquire the
written language in almost the same way
they learn oral language. They speak and
pronounce language their own way for a
long time. As they grow, so does their
language. They have models (parents,
siblings, peers) who provide them with an
abundance of oral language for them to
build upon. But by allowing children to do
for themselves, they understand better.
As time goes on, spelling achievement
grows, and there is less need for invented
spelling. But, invented spelling never goes
away. It is essential to invent spellings for
unfamiliar words when writing a first
draft. Discontinuing the use of invented
spelling would slow down the writing
process by interfering with the writing and
the meaning you are trying to convey
(Cramer, 1998). Cramer claims that when
children are ready, they move from
invented spelling to standard spelling. The
more exposure to print, the more skills
children acquire in their inventions.
The exposure to the letter sequences of
words in reading allows the child to
develop orthographic representations that
can be used in spelling. Parents should
focus on children's emerging ability to
compose through writing and not let
overemphasis on spelling interfere with the
writing process (Leier, 1991).

Summary
When young children begin to write,
they must feel free to experiment with
written language. This includes scribbling,
making letter-like marks, drawings and
invented spelling. All children must be
encouraged to write their own way. They
need to be reminded that their writing does
not have to look like "grown-up" writing.
Children should view writing as
important and something that they are able
to do. When children realize that writing is
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a way of expressing their needs and
thoughts, they will begin to write in ways
appropriate to their age development level.
The more practice they have, the better
they will become.
What is important is that students
progress through stages developmentally
without being pressured, while being
provided with many opportunities to write.
Teachers and parents should be models for
their children as they are encouraged to
write. The use of invented spelling
represents a developing understanding of
sound-letter correlation. It allows young
writers to take risks with words in order to
express themselves as naturally as
possible, rather than being limited by fear
of correctness.
Think of invented spelling as a tool that
promotes positive results. It supports
phonological awareness. It encourages
children to try something new, thinking
that they can spell any word no matter how
hard. Invented spelling enables them to
write any word in their spoken vocabulary
by decoding and using phonics. Overall, it
helps them to make connections between
words spoken and written language.
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